General Notes and Specifications: All high- and mid-back Accolade chairs and draft/task stool include synchronized tilt mechanism, back-height adjustment, mechanical seat-height adjustment, and tilt tension control. Front cover shown as high back with cantilever arm. Fabric: Safari Leather Slate with Black trim.
More comfort.


More options.

Choose from one of four chair models. A variety of fabrics, four arm styles. Over 100 ergonomic combinations. And your choice can be standardized for a consistent look in any office environment.

High Back with Task 2 arm
Fabric: Intaglio Gesso with Black trim.

High Back with Cantilever arm
Fabric: Safari Leather Black with Black trim.

High Back with Task 2 arm
Fabric: Intaglio Mason with Graphite trim.

High Back with Task arm
Fabric: Intaglio Spall with Black trim.

High Back with Task 2 arm
Fabric: Intaglio Gesso with Black trim.

High Back with Task arm, COM Unika Vaev with Black trim.

Task 2
Free range finger tip activation of movement up to 4”. Height adjustability.

A high-versatility option for managerial, executive, and clerical environments.

Back Height
Locate the back cushion in any of five different positions within a 2” range for best possible lumbar fit and support.

Back Lock
Select one-of-six comfort positions and lock in the setting; works with tilt tension control to minimize exertion needed to maintain balance.

Seat Height
A choice of mechanical or pneumatic mechanism, provides an adjustment range of 16” to 20.5” for creating the optimum seating angle between lower legs and thighs.

Tilt Tension
Simply rotate knob clockwise or counterclockwise to increase or decrease the tilt tension in recline mode.

Standard Forward Tilt
Allows the seat and back to tilt forward together an additional 7 degrees, helping alleviate leg and back strain.

Advanced Forward Tilt
Gain up to 13 degrees of adjustment for both back and seat angle to enhance support during repetitive tasks. (not shown)

Two Stage Seat Height
Extends the range of seat height by going .7” below standard when fully retracted and 1.9” above standard when fully extended. (not shown)
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